Features

- Stainless Steel Construction
- 120 Cnt. Gravity Magazine
- Interlocked Barrier Guarding
- Motion Based PLC Controller
- 6” Color Touch Screen
- ITW Hot Melt System
- Elevated Frame For Sanitation
- Servo Case Erector
- Casters and Leveling Legs
- Carton Carrier Flight Chain
- Servo Main Drive Motor
- Servo Product Loader
- Up To 30 Cartons per Minute
- Optional Case Coding
- LCG Can Indexer
- Exceptionally Small Foot Print
- Packs Loose Cans or Cartons
- Optional Powered Magazine

Wash-Down Series

CTC-30
All Servo Intermittent Cartoner-Tray Packer
With a variety of attachments, The CTC-30 can be fitted to accommodate many styles of containers and infeed configurations. With an All-Servo Drive Train, the machine can be adjusted to accommodate any line speed. All materials contacting the cases, cartons and product are FDA and USDA approved materials. The main servo drive protects the system from damage digitally, in the event of a jam. Other items include an optional high capacity tray magazine, elevated frame for sanitation, heavy-duty RS60 flight chains, efficient dynamic box runner technology, servo product loader, servo tray & carton erector along with perimeter barrier guarding to mention just a few.